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Welcome to Athos Meta,
the extraordinary project
bringing you closer to
the financial freedom gate.
Athos Meta is the first decentralized large-scale blockchain 
project in the world. Born in early 2022, this project surprises 
investors with its certainty, transparency, and long-term 
profits.

Any products within the Athos Meta ecosystem are 
profitable for investors. The money will be automatically 
generated and returned to the customer’s wallet 
constantly.

Let’s experience it on your own and become a millionaire 
with Athos Meta!
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Remarkable
Events
Athos Meta has been available in the market for 6 months and 
always be better than the day before. We are making every effort 
to bring out the best product for the crypto community.

In addition, Athos Meta has organized two impressive events that 
blow your mind. The System 10 conference was held in Bangkok 
with the attendance of key leaders and angel investors from all 
over the world: Malaysia, Indonesia, India, Bangladesh, Morocco, 
and Vietnam.

Through System 10, we outlined the Athos Meta ecosystem on a 
large scale and plan for 2023. Each user whenever joining Athos 
Meta, we want them can find all essential services in Athos Meta 
without using too many different platforms and we are striving to 
do this.

System 10 was successful beyond our expectations. The future is 
Athos Meta emphasizing our consensus and companionship till 
the end.
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Following System 10 in Bangkok. We hosted the new chapter event 
in Vietnam with ATM as our lighting star. Carrying out a marketing 
program and taking ATM as the main token in all Athos Meta 
functions, definitely raise ATM in both value and price things which 
is creating customer desire and going-up profit for investors.

Remarkable Events05
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System 10
Vision
Athos Meta has nearly reached System 10 and it seems to be that 
we are almost there. Already 4 functions that have been 
operating and paying a lot of attention from users: Bot Trade, 
Staking, Swap, and Fishing Game.

Bot Trade and Staking - core products that Athos Meta has 
developed and upgraded periodically, bringing customers the 
perfect one and high-interest rates commitment.

Having monthly interest rates up to 18%, Bot Trade and Staking are 
the top choices for those who want to back returns quickly and 
expand their passive income source.



We have a Swap function that helps ATM price increase by 0.1% 
daily. Swap brings massive liquidity to customers, they can use 
swap for converting ATM into BNB/BUSD and vice versa. For 
individuals who wish to back their capital in the Seed/ Private Sale, 
Swap will fulfill their requirement.

Athos Meta fishing game is our highlight. We accomplish the beta 
version earlier than we expected in Q1/ 2023. The crucial frame, 
coding list, and back-end things have been completed, now is the 
time for graphics and sound.

At the moment, Athos Meta is in the process of the Athos Defi 
Wallet, Sicbo game, and Farming establishment.

The solid foundation on CEX Exchange and All-in-one App will be 
started in Q2/2023.
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Core Values
& Transparency We have clear KYC and AUDIT procedures, creating peace of mind 

for investors. We have a wide range of social networks: Twitter, 
Medium, Telegram, Bitcointalk, and Discord.. encourage people to 
communicate actively and boldly share honest views and 
opinions. Our purpose is to build many communities and publish 
information as much as possible on that, everyone can analyze 
and objectively evaluate together, and admins are always 
available to help.

Transparency and Faith

The longer you stay with Athos Meta, the more rewards and profit 
you get.

Sustainability

We feature cooperation. With active collaboration and openness, 
we can drive collective success, accelerate interoperability and 
unlock value for Athos Meta Ecosystem.

Partnerships

We actively engage with the academic community, lawyers, and 
local authorities to build the root groundwork for this revolutionary

Conforming Legislation
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Why should you
pay attention to
Athos Meta?

A global project that 
has a network bond 
from Europe to Asia

KYC/ AUDIT 
procedures with 
ContractChecker

There are more than 
120 presses released 
about Athos Meta

BSC verification Seed round: 200BNB 
filled just in 10 days

Private sale: 400 BNB 
reached in 20 days only

Coinmarketcap, 
Coingecko availabilities

200
BNB/10 days

400
BNB/20 days
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Bot Trade

Things are
under your control!

Premium bot: 6 months interest rate: reaching 110% to 115%, 
which means 18% monthly on average.

This will be higher in the future after Athos Meta upgraded its 
core technology and trading actions on ATM pairs open.

Our Result

Everyone understands that it is possible to make a fortune on 
cryptocurrency, but few are ready to sit at the monitor around the 
clock, peer at charts, and analyze the market. That is why we 
create EA + AI Bot Trade, it helps:

Automate your trading, analyze data faster and more accurately.

Use pre-tuned strategies that just work, or realize your own 
automation ideas.
Crypto assets are always on your exchange account and are 
available for withdrawal at any time.
Save time and more profitable earnings than hand-made 
trading: just wake up in the morning, and open your account to 
see the trading result of the Bot Trade

24/7 trading

Opportunity catcher thank for the optimal coding program on 
Bot Trade.

Trades hundreds of accounts and pairs at the same time.
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Advantages of
EA + AI Bot Trade
from Athos Meta

Preprogrammed trading strategies on the computer why it is 
unnecessary for investor intervention.

Trading action is continuous 24/7 and only makes orders 
when all conditions have been satisfied.

Leverage per order is x5. Eliminate emotion when trading, 
help investors optimize business strategies, and increase 
profit opportunities.

Split investment capital carefully, for each order, Bot Trade 
takes only 1% of the total investment capital to minimize the 
risk of account burning and avoid unprecedented 
fluctuations.

Automatically coordinate cash flow to diminish risks.

A profit order will achieve a profit of 5 - 10%.

A loss order will be negative 30% of the account
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Each trade order will take place within 2 hours and there will be the 
following cases:

When EA + AI Bot Trade makes an order, we have a technical team 
that closely monitors this process, so we will always intervene in time 
with the bot to preserve investors' capital and achieve the interest 
rate commitment monthly for investors.

Bot Trade12

After 2 hours, the order has a profit of 5 - 10% or a maximum 
loss of 30%, the EA + AI Bot will close the order

Less than 2 hours, the order reaches a profit of 5-10% or a 
maximum loss of 30%, the Bot automatically closes the order 
immediately.

If after 2 hours, the order has not reached the desired profit 
of 5- 10% or the loss is less than 30%, the Bot will close the 
order to minimize the risk of holding the order for too long, 
causing a reverse reaction.
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EA + AI Bot Trade
policy

$30/lifetime

Bot Rental Cost

The project will use this 30$ for:

First 10$ was used for buying $ATM to burn. The total of $ATM 
burning will be announced monthly for investor updates

The next 10$ is used for paying F1 and the last 10$ will be paid 
for F2 and F3

Apply a 7/3 ratio in calculating broker commission: the 
interest/ profit for those who invest in Bot Trade or are good 
at building systems only or be versed in both, we will reckon 
by winning orders.
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Bot Trade
feature

The longer you stay with Athos Meta, the 
more rewards and profit you get.

Unlimited trading fair

Updating the trading orders in the fastest 
way, you won’t miss signals

Athos Meta’s
Dapp Notification

Compatible with a number of
Exchanges

The dashboard shows all recent trades 
and wallet balances. The interface is 
optimized for mobile devices for your 
convenience.

Powerful browser interface

Get profit/loss statistics for all your 
trading pairs

Updating orders day and time

Quickly modify settings on the go, like 
enabling or disabling pairs

Get push notifications for every executed 
trade.



This function has just been promoted in the last 2 months, thanks to 
the specialty and optimization for brokers, Staking has received the 
warmest welcome from leaders and brokers, helping staking 
capitalization reach $ 1 million.

Multiverse Pools are an effective way to earn free tokens on Athos 
Meta. Stake $ATM, earn free tokens. It’s a piece of cake. Unlike 
existing staking platforms, Multiverse Pool from Athos Meta not only 
allows investors to make money from staking $ATM, but Athos Meta 
also expands investment channels by staking top coins currently on. 

With optimal interest payment mechanism and attractive interest 
rate of from 6 - 12%/ month. Investors are completely assured by the 
automatic profit mechanism and commitment to optimal interest 
payment from Athos Meta.

Staking, and Its Upgrade15

Staking and
its Upgrade

What are
Multiverse Pools?

Interest Rate

ATM
Staking in 6 months

Staking in 12 months

Withdraw Fee

9%/month

12%/month

Free

$BNB
$BUSD

Staking in 6 months

Staking in 12 months

Withdraw Fee

6-9%/month

9-12%/month

3%
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4 more investment Staking packages, diversifying options for 
investors:

Investors' and brokers' profits will now be equal, the company will 
use an additional capital source to pay commissions to brokers, 
instead of using 30% of investors' profits to pay for the 10 levels of the 
broker's system with the rate of 7/3 as the previous policy.

Staking
updating

Random Package

3-month Package

24 months/36 months package

1-3%/month

3-6%/month

Coming Soon

Bot
Trade

50% | F1 - F10
this 50% is 50% of 30% of each winning order 
at the rate of 7/3

Staking 50% | F1 - F10
this 50% is 100% of the total daily profit

For example

An investor invests

The broker will also get a profit of

this $900 will be used to pay 10 levels
of the broker

staking in a

10.000 USD

$900

50% (F1-F10)
= 50% (F1+F2+...+F10)
= 50% (450+225+...+1.75)

6-month package
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Game Serie

Athos Meta fishing game has passed the difficult stage of 
the ground back building

3,600 hours working with no gap, 48 appointments, and 
discussions

This is the first version of the 3D platform in the world that 
use ATM as the ace of the game, one of the main reason 
keep ATM price going up endlessly

The graphics are not eye-catching at this moment, 
however, Athos Meta has done the important framework, 
and the details of the graphics and the sound are simply 
established by quick discussions and clicks

Investors can experience a demo with the current version

Investors earn ATMs by playing games or doing in-game 
tasks

Our Result
Each player is a legend by choosing the best fishing gun and 
state-of-the-art weapons to go and catch fish. Stress is away and 
money is around! FishingGame is never dull since you can always 
ask your actual friends to join you in the game and hunt loot from 
the treasure island of blockchain.

Welcome on board, our snipers! FishingGame magical fish and NFT 
gun assets will accompany you to the future Metaverse, battling 
other players and safeguarding you from its hazards. Athos Meta's 
fish shooting game is the first 3D - P2E model, the more you play, the 
more $ATM you earn.

We have established many rooms for users' hobbies. Different 
rooms have different items, different gun levels, and corresponding 
rewards. In particular, we designed some super rooms!!. This is very 
exciting and has a lot of rewards in this room. Trying to become an 
impressive sniper and be well equipped with your gun by the 
number of pricey items, you will be qualified to join in this kind of 
room.

Be an outstanding sniper with
Athos Meta Fish Gaming
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Game
Guideline

Please note that: $ATM we collected from selling boxes 
for users, this amount of $ATM will be burned all for 
inflation reduction.

Owning some $ATM to buy BOX

Use $ATM to buy boxes and open them to find 
out NFTs

NFT in this game means guns, upgrading items… 
Choose the room you like and let’s rock!!

Upgrading your skills, and your weapons to join in 
our super room to get more $ATM



We are expanding to
System 10!

We are expanding to System 10!19

CEX Exchange
Launching01

Good interface and
user experience

Learn from predecessor Binance and their BNB, you have seen how 
BNB goes fast and multiplies a hundred times in prices and value. 
Thank you for the strategy and a good orientation from the Athos 
Meta cofounders,  I see that vision and I want to share with you 
these, take wings to financial freedom land.

Fast transaction
speed

The larger the
trading volume, the
greater the cash flow

A variety of trading
choices are available



Athos Defi wallet with
7-levels AL security locks02

Currently, we are in the process of building the first 2 layers of 
security related to biometrics (your fingerprint) and user behavior.

All-in-one
chat03

helping users to perform ATM transactions just by chatting

High security, avoiding hacking user accounts

Secret chat, the end-to-end encryption feature

Self-destructing messages after a successful transaction, 
protecting users' information

We are expanding to System 10!20



Sicbo
Game

Athos Meta Sicbo Plus

04
Sicbo - popularly known as Big Sic, is a betting game where players 
will predict the number and outcome of the bet by observing the 
movement of the dice, this is a folk game that originated in China, 
then spread to many other countries around the world, believe that 
any of us have tried sicbo once in our life.

ATM will be used as the 
main token of Sicbo Easy game, easy money

Money gets after the 60 
seconds

Players bet against each 
other, with no Bot/ Al 
intervention, helping to 
increase the odds of winning

Unlimited amount of 
bets in each round

Bringing true entertainment 
and huge profits to users

60

Bworker uses a random blockchain 
algorithm. There are 60 seconds for users to 
bet, after 60 seconds will release the results 
and wait 15 seconds for the next turn.

If the sum of the 3 faces on the 3 dice 
is between 3 and 10, then Small

If the sum of the 3 faces on the 3 dice 
is between 11 and 18, then Big

Game Guideline

We are expanding to System 10!21
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Farming

Pairs

ATM - BNB 77.4

107.04

69.96

62.88

79.56

128.4

137.52

100.2

144

164.76

ATM - BUSD

ATM - CAKE

ATM - NEAR

ATM - UNI

APR
Minimum Maximum

These are coins that have a good reputation and bring 
real value to the crypto community.

Each coin represents a solid project that can set a new 
trend in this market.

They have raised steadily since launched, and now still 
maintain a stable value in the downtrend season.

During the process of farming platform development, we did a 
lot of calculations in choosing coins that can be paired with 
$ATM. Finally, we chose 5 coins namely: BNB, BUSD UNI, CAKE, 
and NEAR with reasons as follows:

With all reasons above, We strongly believe that, when the 
uptrend season comes back, these coins will recover and grow 
quickly, helping investors make huge profits from Athos Meta's 
farming platform.

Why are these
5 pairs of coins?
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Attractive rates of APR range from 62.88% to 164.76%

No lock-up period

No penalties on withdrawals

Great reputation 

Automatically earn interest on supported tokens

Withdraw your tokens at any time

Deposit funds in crypto or US dollars

Perfect for beginners

Fully decentralized platform 

Catching
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Our ATM - Our ACE

ATM tokens will be blended in all functions of Athos Meta, which is 
one of the optimal strategies for Athos Meta increasing ATM value.

After ending the Seed and Private Round, the ATM value increased 
to 0.004 USD. When our ace was used in Bot packages, Staking, 
Fishing Games, and other functions in System 10, the ATM value will 
be skyrocketed

We have set the goal of 1 USD in Q2/2023, and this target we are 
holding in our hands,

We got a Swap function, and ATM coins increase by 0.1% daily

Athos MEta uses $10 out of $30 from buying Bot fee to buy 
and burn ATMs that reduce inflation

ATM prices now ease the calculation formula based on BNB, 
BUSD is our target which helps sATM prices more stable 
under any circumstances

And there are more plans in your mind to raise ATM prices 
and value, please hold ATM as long as you can to harvest 
the fruit

Just imagine that you bought already ATM right from the Seed 
round, its price now has nearly tripled. If you own 1000 ATM or 
10000 ATMs coin, the massive profit is an undeniable thing. There 
are only 600 million ATM coins available out there, and Athos 
Meta is planning to burn coins periodically, which is one of the 
reasons why the ATM value will always increase inch by inch, so 
why don’t you take this chance?



For those investing in Bot Trade, the commission will be reckoned 
with win orders.

For those who choose to join a Farming, Staking platform or play 
Fishing Games, the earnings will be calculated by daily total profit.

Referral Mechanism25

Referral
Mechanism

Referral Mechanism
Guideline

Bot Rental Cost: $30/lifetime, and Athos Meta will be 
divided into 3 parts: First $10 will be used to buy $ATM to 
burn for inflation reduction. The next $10 will be paid for F1, 
and the $10 last will be paid for F2 ($5) and F3 ($5).

Bot Trade profits/commission is worked out by win 
orders with a ratio of 7/3.
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The winning order is

$1000

= $100

= $262.5

$10 + 30% of $300

For example

70% of $1000 is $700 and will be returned to the investor's wallet.

30% of $1000 is $300 used to pay for 10 levels of the broker's 
system (from F1 to F10)

So the profit that the broker earns is

Total broker profit: 50%F1 + 50% F2 + 50% F3 = $150 + $75 + $37.5

Broker Free Bot - Sharer Badge (those who don’t want to 
spend $30 for Bot renting or investing in Bot Trade): Brokers 
can invite people to invest in the Bot Trade to get a 
commission. With 1 person investing in a Bot, brokers earn 
$10 and 30% of F1 profit.

= $290.6

= $297.6

Total broker profit:  50%(F1 to F5)
                                   = $150 + $75 + $37.5 + $18.75 + $9.375

Total broker profit: 50% ( from F1 to F8)

Broker Bot and having 10F1 in the system along with each 
F1 investing $500 in Bot trade, and there are 2 branches 
that meet $30.000 turnover condition in total. Broker goes 
to Level 1 - Maker Badge and gets 50% F1 to F5 

Broker Bot and having 2 people go to Level 1, the broker 
now is Level 2 with Master Badge correspond and get 50% 
of 8 levels profit.

= $299.36Total broker profit: 50% ( from F1 to F10)

Broker Bot and having 2 people in the system go to Level 2, 
brokers now go to Level 3 and reach the most valuable 
badge - Entrepreneur and get maximum 50% of 10 levels 
profit.

Broker Bot - Apprentice Badge (those who spend $30 for 
the Bot and invest in Bot Trade with a minimum amount is 
$100). Brokers get 50% F1 to F3

Users just keep applying this calculation for Farming, Staking 
platform, and Fishing Game, for these 3 features, profit will be 
worked out by daily total profit instead of win orders, you will get 
the same numbers, same profit. Just remember that the more 
the merrier, the bigger your system is, and the bigger profit will 
pour into your wallet.



Laurel
Ladder

Laurel Ladder27

Referral Mechanism is our project highlight and this is a firm 
foundation between the brokers' corporation and us. For brokers 
following convenience, we apply a ranking system as below:

Each level has a profound and meaningful badge, no matter if you 
are a sharer or have reached the highest levels - Entrepreneur, you 
will get a badge for your strong spirit and continuous effort from 
Athos Meta.

Have to name them are 
workaholics because they’re 
very passionate about sharing

Sharer

Apprentice

It is the first troublesome step, 
but we love their motivation.

Experience is the best teacher. 
Keeping steady your daily job, you 
gonna be versed in this field soon.

Sharer

Apprentice

He has wrapped up his work for 
continuous 10.000 working hours. 
He’s now on top of the laurel he’s 
always dreamed of

Maker

That person is really potential 
and has a huge ambitious
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2022 and
Achievement

June
2022

AI Auto Bot Trade Completion with 4 packages

Premium bot: 6 months interest rate: reaching
110% to 115%, which means 18% monthly on average

Capitalization: 166 million USD (25/11/2022)

KYC/ AUDIT Contractchecker (11th of June)

Coinmaketcap

BSCScan Verification

Press Release

AMA, Bounty, and Airdrop Campaign distribution

September
2022

Staking Release and taking brokers' profit as
the main priority

Staking capitalization reaches $1 million
(11/2022)

Seed Round raised 200BNB in just 10 days

Coingecko availability

The first circle of  ATM burned 5% ( 16th of Sept)

NFTs collection outline

November
2022

System 10 Transcontinental Conference
in Bangkok ( 25th - 27th)

July
2022

EA - AI Bot Trade version 2 comes into operation

October
2022

Athos Meta Swap Function - ATM Liquidity Pool

Private sale reached 400 BNB in 27 days

December
2022

2023

3000 NFTs

Boxes and items

Completed Fishing Game Beta Version

The New Chapter in Danang city, Vietnam
(New Year’s Eve 30th - 31st)



What’s
next?

ATM Map System 10
Map

Seed round - Oct 2022

$0,002

Private Sale - Nov 2022

$0,004

Bot Trade Q1 2023

$0,008 ATM

Unconditional Swap Q2 2023

$0,1

P2E Q3 2023

$1 ATM

Athos Meta Chain Q2 2024

$10
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Q1 2023
Fishing game mainnet

Q2 2023
Testnet Sacbo

Q1 2024
Defi Wallet

Q4 2023
Release Sacbo
App chat

Q3 2023
ATM application in AThos Meta ecosystem
Release CEX exchange - beta version




